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You were very generous with your questions. It would take

an encyclopedia to answer them.

I propose to select just one: it reads: What is sin? Is it

selfishness, or a revolt against God, or what?

I propose to answer it indirectly, by talking about human develop-

ment. If you get some idea of what that is, you will have a basis

to figure out for yourselves some approximation to what sin is,

2	 In human development there is a conscious part, but in partnership

with it there also is an unconscious part. The conscious part

we can come to know rather well. The unconscious part we know

about by inferring from its contributions to conscious living.

We must begin then from the conscious part and, first of all,

say something about nature.

3	 In the Physics (II 1 192 b22) nature is said to be an immanent

principle of movement and of restx.

A principle of movement: a self-starter

An immanent principle of movement: you 'yourself are the self-starter d

A priinciple of rest: it stops movement when the intended goal is re4 h

xgmmilirmxxxt

An immanet principle of rest: you are both a self-starter and a

self-stopper

4	 What are these conscious immanent principles? Questions

Of three kinds: for intelligence, for reflection, for deliberation

For the questions to occur, there is needed a certain freedom

of attention

Freedom from external interference: agonistic gorillas and hedonic

chimpanzees (ethology, Lorentz (Konrad), Chance)

Internal freedom: having enough sense to stop and think

5	 Acquiring skills: monkey see and monkey do: everying D sees MJ doing
watch, try it, fail, show me, catch on, try

Heady player: comes to understand opponents strengths and weaknesses

max occasions for weakness, min occasions for strengths

Heady coach: weakness and strengths of two teaxms

Besides direct trial and error, indirect:

insight, hypothesis, formulation, implications, series of obs exper,

check, revise,....

Principle of movement: keepat it guntil your understanding is satisfact

principle of rest: you do understand, no more further relevant qq.
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	6	 Questions for reflection: experiimintal process: if A then B (hypothesis);

experifmental results: B1, B2, B3,...; therefore, possibly A.

Why only possibly: if you go out in the rain, you'll get wet; I got wet;

therefore I went out 9n the rain.	 May be you got wet in the shower bat

Real test: no further questions relevant to the issue.

Newman: is England an Island? Have your circumnavitgated it? How do

you know? Might there not be a conspiracy?

	7	 Questions for deliberation!
Besides sensations, insights, judgments that reveal what is so,

there are the feelings that constitute the mass and momentum of

our lives and they urge us to ask, if that's what's so, what are

you going to do about iti.

Such questions may be,

what's in it for me? or

what's in it for us? or

what would really worth while?

Progress frommt individual egoism to group egoism to objective value

objective value: good conscience is no further questions;' uneasy

conscience keeps nagging with further questions

Again, the criterion is you yourself, by your immanent principle of

movement and rest, which comes to a rest only when no further

relevant questions occur to interfere with rest.

	

8	 Whatt is really worth while?

the minor question: what 9s worth while on this occasion

the major question: thinking ahead, asking what is the good likfe,

asking for a commitment that regards the rest of your life

an open—eyed commitment that knows one cannot control the human

situation, that one cannot by a present 4xcision eliminate the

freedom of each of the series of future acts that will implement

the decision

Commitment is the opposite of drifting

when one is doing and saying and thinking what everyone else is

doint and saying and thinking, and all of them also are just drifting

Whence thep power to plunge?

	9	 To answer this question we have to
distinguish horizontal from vertical finality

distinguish the unconscious and the conscious and what is beyond

the present consciousness that has not yet the power to plunge

Hori4onta1 finality:4gq for intelligence to full insight; qq for

reflecqn to sufficiient evidence; qq for deliberation to good conscience

,
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Vertical finality: evolutionary process, emergence of new, higher

questions as operators: from sensible data to understanding

from understanding to judgment

from judgment to evaluation and decision

overall: from unconscious upwards	
memory

selecting what we attend to, what enters consciousness, image
anticipate

to provoke insight: Archimedes, Newton

to complete marshalling of evidence for judgment

to draw attention to advantages drawbacks short long term eff

to insert us in the home, the community, the cosmos

falling in love: has occasions causes impediments

once it occurs, it provides new overarching prinoipl

/ Dalkeith

after 2nd VW

Rom 5 5; 8 38

the overall principle of movement and rest

10 Development

from outside inwards: socialization acculturation education

from above downwards: done for you as infant baby

told to you as child: limits to play; play free

taught to you: reading writing arithmetic etc

from below upwards: &appropriation of tradition; on one's own

we do not start from scratch but from millennia of human development

let me do it: more and more

let me talk as well as listen

let me find out for myself

existential moment: when one finds out for oneself that one has

to decide for one self what one is to make of oneself

opposed to drifting: doing saying thinking what everyone else is

doing saying thinking, and all the others also are drifting

11	 It is your life:

The immanent principles of movement and of rest are you yourself

in your conscious and unconscious being

These principles and thhese criteria are from God, they are God

within you, moving you, keeping you questioning, letting you

rest when you have things right

The kingdom of God, his rule, is not an outward but an inner

kingdom

Its overall principle is love: love in the home, loyalty in the

community, faith in God
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